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QUESTION 1

Application 1 executes the following statements: 

INSERT INTO TAB1 (NAME,AMOUNT) VALUES (`John,100); 

COMMIT; 

UPDATE TAB1 SET AMOUNT=90 WHERE NAME=`John\\'; 

After a few seconds, application 2 executes the following query: 

SELECT AMOUNT FROM TAB1 WHERE NAME=`John\\' 

Assuming the Currently Committed (CUR_COMMIT) configuration parameter is enabled, which of the 

following is TRUE? 

A. Application 2 will read the amount of 90 

B. Application 2 will read the amount of 100 

C. Application 2 will receive a warning message 

D. Application 2 will enter lock-wait state until application 1 commits or the locktimeout value expires 

Correct Answer: B  

 

QUESTION 2

If you are already connected to a database, what does running the following statement do? Db2 CONNECT 

A. Prompts you for the database name or alias 

B. Returns information about the current server 

C. Prompts you for the authentication information 

D. Returns an error, because you provided no database or alias 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Below are the SQL statements a DBA is planning to execute on a database: 

CREATE TABLE t1 (name VARCHAR (1)); 

INSERT INTO t1 VALUES (`A\\'), (`B\\'), (`C\\'), (`D\\'); 

ALTER TABLE t1 ALTER COLUMN name SET DATA TYPE INT; 
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What will be the outcome of the last statement? 

A. The statement will fail due to variable length character error 

B. The statement will fail due to an incompatible data type error 

C. The statement will execute successfully and it deletes the character data 

D. The statement will execute successfully and it internally converts the character data into ASCII numbers 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following is TRUE about a COMMIT statement executed at the end of the T1 unit of work? 

A. A ROLLBACK command executed just after the COMMIT command cancels that COMMIT. 

B. Save points defined during transaction T1 are released only if there is a RELEASE SAVEPOINT command executed
after the COMMIT command. 

C. It finishes the current T1 unit of work and a new one is initiated, however it is possible to ROLLBACK to the latest
SAVEPOINT before COMMIT. 

D. It finishes the current T1 unit of work and a new one is initiated. All changes made by UPDATE and DELETE
commands during unit of work T1 are committed. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements about stored procedures is TRUE? 

A. Stored procedures can be written in SQL PL, but not in the PL/SQL dialect 

B. The CREATE SOURCED PROCEDURE statement defines a procedure that is based on another procedure in a
federated database 

C. There are three types of stored procedures which can be deployed: SQL procedures, external procedures, and
sourced procedures 

D. Two identically-named procedures within a schema are permitted to have exactly the same number of parameters,
but the parameters must have different data types assigned 

Correct Answer: B 
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